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The ‘voicing effect’—the durational difference in vowels preceding voiced and voiceless consonants—is
a well-documented phenomenon in English, where it plays a key role in the production and perception
of the English final voicing contrast. Despite this supposed importance, little is known as to how robust
this effect is in spontaneous connected speech, which is itself subject to a range of linguistic factors.
Similarly, little attention has focused on variability in the voicing effect across dialects of English, bar
analysis of specific varieties. Our findings show that shown that the voicing of the following consonant
exhibits a weaker-than-expected effect in spontaneous speech, interacting with manner, vowel height,
speech rate, and word frequency. English dialects appear to demonstrate a continuum of potential voicing
effect sizes, where varieties with dialect-specific phonological rules exhibit the most extreme values. The
results suggest that the voicing effect in English is both substantially weaker than previously assumed in
spontaneous connected speech, and subject to a wide range of dialectal variability.

1 Introduction
A well-established property across most dialects of English is the ‘voicing effect’ (VE), where vowels preceding voiceless consonants are shorter than those preceding their voiceless counterparts. The size of this
effect in English, suggested to be of a ratio between 1.2 to 1.6 (House, 1961; House and Fairbanks, 1953;
Tauberer and Evanini, 2009), is both substantially larger in English than other languages (Chen, 1970) and
larger than otherwise explainable by purely articulatory properties (Ohala, 1983). In spite of these observations, much of this previous research has focused on VE in controlled laboratory speech. As a result, it is not
clear how robust the VE is—that is, whether the VE operates as a constant effect in the same direction across
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phonological and phonetic contexts (e.g., consonant manner, vowel height, speech rate). One possibility is
that the VE is robust across contexts, though the size of the effect has been shown to be at least partially
modulated by the effects of speaking style (Port, 1977) and speech rate (Cuartero, 2002, in Solé, 2007).
An alternative possibility is that positive VE is context-dependent: i.e., that a strong VE can be observed
in some sets of environments and is absent in others. For example, it is possible that VE is neutralised in
fast speech, where there may some upper limit on the extent to which a syllable can shortened, resulting in
some form of ‘maximal compression’ of a vowel (Peterson and Lehiste, 1960; Klatt, 1973, 1976; Luce and
Charles-Luce, 1985; Summers, 1987). Similarly, high frequency words may both contribute to shortening
(leading to maximal compression) and reduce the need for the contrastive effect of VE. Thus, the focus of
the first research question concerns understanding how each of these factors interact and modulate VE in
spontaneous speech, and examining the robustness of the VE when these factors are accounted for.

A second question here concerns how robust the VE is across varieties of English. With the exception
of studies into specific varieties, dialectal differences in VE have received relatively little attention in the
previous literature. Indeed, the vast majority of previous research on English VE has focused on North
American English, elicited in word lists or planned carrier sentences (e.g., House and Fairbanks, 1953;
House, 1961; Umeda, 1975; Hewlett et al., 1999; Holt et al., 2016). The studies which have looked at
dialectal variability have also looked exclusively at North American English (Jacewicz et al., 2007; Tauberer
and Evanini, 2009). Both of these studies report small but significant dialect differences in the size of the VE,
but with all dialects exhibiting positive VEs (i.e., ratios larger than 1). It is possible to conclude from this
that, modulo varieties with dialect-specific phonological duration patterns related to consonant voicing, the
size and direction of the VE across dialects is quantitatively similar, and would be consistent with a view that
most dialects cluster around a single English-specific VE value. In what ways might dialects quantitatively
differ from each other? Is it possible that dialects can be clustered into varieties that exhibit a robust VE and
those that do not? This would be not unlike suggestions made for cross-linguistic differences in VE, where
e.g., Polish is distinct from English in its lack of a consistent VE (Keating, 1985). Alternatively, dialects
may simply differ gradiently from each other, where “English” exhibits a continuum of possible VE values.
The second focus of this research, then, is to examine how VE is realised across English dialects.
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2 Background
2.1

Vowel duration

Durational differences across vowels are partly constrained by the physical properties of the acoustic system:
for example, high vowels are shorter crosslinguistically than their non-high counterparts (Solé and Ohala,
2010). At the same time, however, variation in vowel duration is clearly phonologically conditioned, as
evidenced by significant differences in vowel durations across English dialects and languages (Keating,
1985; Wilson and Chodroff, 2017). Vowel duration is also heavily affected by properties of the prosodic
environment, such as lexical and phrasal stress (Crystal and House, 1990; Umeda, 1975), distance from a
phrasal boundary (Wightman et al., 1992), the number of segments in a word (Crystal and House, 1990),
and speech rate (Crystal and House, 1990). The relative ‘informativeness’ of a speech unit—predictability,
in terms of word frequency (Bybee, 2001), conditional probability (Jurafsky et al., 2001), etc—is correlated
with the general reducability of segments, where more contextually informative words are less likely to
undergo phonetic reduction than their less informative counterparts (Priva, 2017). More predictable units are
inversely informative (less frequent words are more informative), which in turn results in more predictable
words being more likely to be reduced, resulting in more centralised formants and shorter durations (Ayelett
and Turk, 2006; Gahl, 2008; Ernestus and Warner, 2011).

2.2

The voicing effect (VE)

As noted above, the VE refers to the tendency of vowels preceding voiceless consonants to be shorter than
those preceding their voiced counterparts, e.g., beat [bit] vs bead [bi:d]. The VE has been intensively studied
in American English laboratory speech since the 1950s, where it has been observed regardless of vowel or
consonantal quality (House, 1961; House and Fairbanks, 1953), and that the relative duration of the vowel
provides a strong perceptual cue to the voicing of the consonant (Denes, 1955; Raphael, 1972; Luce and
Charles-Luce, 1985). Whilst the voicing effect has been observed in a range of languages, it is noticeably larger in English: Chen (1970), using data from single-word elicitation, reports that English vowels
are approximately 1.63 times longer preceding voiced consonants, compared to 1.15 for French, 1.22 for
Russian, and 1.3 for Korean. This suggests that a prospective phonetic effect may be subject to different
implementation across different languages’ phonological systems, where it has potentially undergone phonologisation within English (Klatt, 1976; Fromkin, 1977; Keating, 1985). Studies looking at the VE in
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connected speech—situating the word of interest within a larger linguistic context—have shown VE size to
be generally smaller than in studies where the target word is produced in isolation (Harris and Umeda, 1974;
Port, 1977). The VE has also been shown to be modulated by phonetic and prosodic factors: House and
Fairbanks (1953) observed that both the voicing and manner of the following consonant affected duration
(where following fricatives and nasals results in longer vowels than following stops), but did not examine
the interaction between voicing and manner. Examining the relationship between the VE and syllable stress,
and it was shown that unstressed syllables show a smaller VE effect than stressed syllables (Klatt, 1973).
Cuartero (2002, in Solé, 2007) demonstrated that slower speaking rates resulted in a larger VE for English
but not in Catalan, further underlining the different possible language-specific implementations of the VE,
and suggesting the importance of speech rate for VE size.
Given the substantial variability in vowel realisation across dialects of English, it is reasonable to consider whether VE also exhibits dialectal variability. There are few empirical studies concerning variability in
VE across English varieties, which have predominantly focused on dialectal variation within North American English. In the largest cross-dialectal study, Tauberer and Evanini (2009) investigate variability in the
size of the VE in 12 dialects across North America using telephone interview data from The Altas of North
American English (Labov et al., 2006). They observe an average VE ratio of 1.21, with VE values ranging
from 1.02 to 1.33: crucially, even the largest value reported by Tauberer and Evanini is smaller than 1.63
reported by Chen (1970), further suggesting that VE in connected speech is smaller than in single-word
elicitations. As the effects of consonant manner, intrinsic vowel duration, and speech rate are not controlled
together in their analysis statistically, it is possible that some of the observed variability is related to both
dialectal differences and the previously mentioned phonetic effects, potentially affecting what is or is not
interpreted as a dialectal difference. Jacewicz et al. (2007), examining data from 54 speakers across Ohio,
Wisconsin, and North Carolina, also report both a significant VE effect and that the size of the significantly
differed across three US English dialects, though point out that this effect is small relative to other phonetic
factors (such as vowel height). Holt et al. (2016), examining vowel variability in African American English
(AAE) speakers in North Carolina, show that vowels preceding voiced stops are longer in AAE than White
American English (WAE) speakers in order to account for variable devoicing of final voiced consonants: for
AAE speakers, the cue for final voicing has shifted to vowel duration to compensate for the neutralisation
of voicing of the stop (Farrington, 2018). As it is suggested that this duration compensation is triggered
by the devoicing of stops, it is not clear whether equivalent voiced-voiceless durational differences should
4
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Table 1: Summary information of corpora used in this study

Corpus

Dialect

n speakers (n female)

n tokens

Buckeye (Pitt et al., 2007)
CORAAL (Kendall and Farrington, 2018)
ICE-Can (Greenbaum and Nelson, 1996)
Modern RP (Fabricius, 2000)
Raleigh (Dodsworth and Kohn, 2012)

Midwest
Washington DC (AAE)
Canada
RP
Raleigh

40 (20)
50 (26)
11 (1)
48 (24)
98 (49)

7933
22922
742
703
3378

Santa Barbara (Bois et al., 2000)

Eastern New England
Lower South
Northern Cities
NYC
West

10 (4)
6 (1)
21 (7)
7 (3)
55 (34)

193
368
1440
170
3041

SCOTS (Anderson et al., 2007)

Central
Edinburgh
Insular
Northern
Glasgow

24 (14)
18 (8)
9 (7)
28 (14)
27 (15)

2666
1236
384
1994
2445

SOTC (Stuart-Smith et al., 2017)

Glasgow

46 (20)

8956

Total

15

498 (247)

58571

be expected for fricatives or affricates. Beyond differences in North American Englishes, Scottish varieties
exhibit phonological processes that interact directly with the realisation of VE: the Scottish Vowel Length
Rule (SVLR) involves the lengthening of vowels preceding voiced fricatives and morpheme boundaries,
whilst all other contexts exhibit short vowels (Aitken, 1981). In studies of spontaneous Glaswegian speech,
robust VE-style patterns have not been detected (Rathcke and Stuart-Smith, 2016), whilst East Coast Scottish exhibits durational patterns closer to the VE in single-word elicitations (Hewlett et al., 1999). Together,
these studies suggest that there may in fact be substantial language-internal (i.e., cross-dialectal) variability
in the size and structure of the VE. What is still unclear, however, is whether these dialects represent distinct
phonetic implementations, or rather are on different ends of a continuum of possible VEs in English.

3 Methods
3.1

Data

This study forms a part of the larger SPeech Across Dialects of English (SPADE) project,1 which aims to
examine variability and stability across dialects of English, focusing on the structure of segmental varia1 SPADE

Project website: https://spade.glasgow.ac.uk/
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tion synchronically and diachronically. This is achieved through the large-scale analysis of speech corpora
comprising a range of British and North American Englishes, where variation can be investigated in terms
of cross-dialectal patterns of both variability and stability across Englishes as a whole. Understanding the
structure of the VE in English (the goal of this study) is one such example of the goals of the larger SPADE
project. For this study, data from the following 8 corpora were used:
• Buckeye (Pitt et al., 2007): conversational speech of 40 speakers from Columbus Ohio, recorded in
1990s-2000s.
• Corpus of Regional African American Language (CORAAL) (Kendall and Farrington, 2018): sociolinguistic interviews with 100 AAE speakers from Washington DC, recorded between 1968 and
2016.
• International Corpus of English - Canada (ICECAN) (Greenbaum and Nelson, 1996): interview and
broadcast speech of Canadian English, recorded in the 1990s across Canada.
• Modern RP (Fabricius, 2000): reading passages by Cambridge University students recorded in 1990s
and 2000s.
• Raleigh (Dodsworth and Kohn, 2012): semi-structured sociolinguistic interviews of 59 WAE speakers
in Raleigh, North Carolina. Speakers were either born before 1955 (group 1), between 1955 and 1978
(group 2), or between 1979 and 1989 (group 3).
• Santa Barbara (Bois et al., 2000): Naturally-occurring US English speech, recorded 1990s-00s, from
a range of speakers of different regions, genders, ages, and social backgrounds.
• The Scottish Corpus of Texts and Speech (SCOTS) (Anderson et al., 2007): approximately 1300
written and spoken texts (23% spoken), ranging from informal conversations, interviews, etc. Most
spoken texts were recorded since 2000.
• Sounds of the City (SOTC) (Stuart-Smith et al., 2017): vernacular and standard Glaswegian from 142
speakers over 4 decades (1970s-2000s), collected from historical archives and sociolinguistic surveys.
Data was extracted from each of these corpora using the Integrated Speech Corpus ANalysis (ISCAN)
tool (McAuliffe et al., 2019), a open source software system for performing phonetic analysis across multiple
6
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corpora, in spite of their heterogenous annotations and formats. Each corpora was separately imported into
ISCAN, wherein each annotated segment is represented as a node within a hierarchical graph structure: each
phone is associated with its corresponding word (and thus its preceding and following segments), and results
in a database of individual phones from that corpus. This database can then be enriched with additional
linguistic (e.g., stress, frequency), acoustic (e.g., speech rate, VOT), and speaker-level (e.g., dialect, age,
gender) information. This database can then be queried at a particular linguistic (e.g., phone) level, at which
filters can be applied (e.g., utterance-final, monosyllabic), restricting the phones included in the query. The
result of this query can then be exported as a separate CSV. Once CSVs had been derived from all of the
corpora, the set of CSV files were merged into a single ‘master’ dataset, which was used for the statistical
analysis. In this study, utterances were defined as units of speech separated by at least 150ms of silence.
Whilst most of the corpora used contain speech from a single dialect, SCOTS and Santa Barbara contain
speech from several dialects. For these cases, it was necessary to cluster speakers from dialect regions, referring to existing dialect groupings, e.g. for Scottish English, we referred to the Scottish National Dictionary.2
After grouping, regions with 5 or fewer speakers were excluded in order to provide more reliable estimates
for dialects kept in the sample. As ethnicity is expected to play a large role in particular VE patterns within
certain dialects (Holt et al., 2016; Farrington, 2018), having speakers of differing ethnicities within the same
dialect group could result in misleading VE values. Thus, all non-white AE speakers were excluded from
Santa Barbara (72 speakers), leaving the Washington DC speakers from the CORAAL corpus as the only
AAE speakers in the analysis. In order to partially reduce the effect of speaker age on vowel duration,
recordings made earlier than the 1980s were excluded, resulting in the removal of 91 speakers (12 from
SOTC and 79 from CORAAL).
As the vowel duration measurements in each corpus are produced via forced alignment with a resolution
of 10ms and a minimum duration of 30ms (with the exception of Buckeye, which was aligned manually),
any tokens below 49ms were excluded to minimise noise from highly-reduced vowels, as is common in
phonetic studies of vowel formants (e.g., Dodsworth, 2013; Fruehwald, 2013). In order to minimise the
additional effects of lexical stress and differences in phrasal position, only monosyllabic words occurring
utterance-finally were extracted from the corpora. Thus, it is possible to focus on a select set of phonetic
and phonological factors (voicing, manner, height, speech rate). Raw speech rate was calculated as syllables
per second within the utterance, from which two separate speech rates were calculated. First, a mean speech
2 The

Scottish National Dictionary is accessible as part of The Dictionary of the Scots Language (https://dsl.ac.uk/).
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rate for each speaker, and a local speech rate: each token’s deviation from that speaker’s mean rate. These
can be interpreted as representing the effect of being a fast versus slow speaker (mean), and how fast or
slow a speaker is talking relative to their regular speaking rate (local). Word frequency was calculated using
SUBTLEX-US (Brysbaert and New, 2009). In total, the data examined here contains 58571 tokens (1233
types) observed across 498 speakers (247 female) from 15 British and North American dialects. Summary
information of each corpus can be seen in Table 1.

3.2

Model

A Bayesian mixed-effects linear regression of log-transformed vowel duration was fit in R (R Core Team,
2018) using brms (Bürkner, 2018), which provides an R interface for the Stan programming language (Stan
Development Team, 2018): a log transformation was applied to satisfy the assumption of linear regression
that the dependent variable can take on any real-numbered value. In this model, the fixed effects values
reflect the effect of each predictor on English overall: for an “average speaker” from an “average dialect”. As
the questions pursued here are directly interested in variability across dialects, the particular effect on each
dialect is represented within the random effects structure—specifically, how the effect of each parameter
deviates from the overall fixed effect value. Within a Bayesian framework, uncertainties in random effects
parameters are more straightforward to compute than in a frequentist lmer-style model, motivating the use of
a Bayesian model. As dialectal and speaker variability are structured as random effects in the model reported
here, examining the degree of uncertainty for each dialect’s VE parameter is directly relevant to RQ2. For
practical purposes, this model is similar to a lmer-style mixed-effects regression: the key differences are
that parameters have prior and posterior probability distributions, and that the uncertainties in each random
effect term (posterior distributions) can be examined. Another important aspect of a Bayesian model, for our
purposes, will be that “credible intervals” can be easily computed for any parameter—the range of values
in which we can have 95% confidence the parameter lies. In contrast, standard information returned by an
lmer model (estimate, SE, “confidence intervals”) can only be used to assess whether a parameter is different
from 0—not what possible values it could take on.
Two-level factors (consonant voicing, manner, vowel height) were scaled and centred at 0 as numerical
predictors, and continuous factors (mean and local speech rates, frequency) were centred and divided by two
standard deviations. This standardisation makes the coefficients in the model comparable (Gelman and Hill,
2007), and can be interpreted as their effect on log-transformed vowel duration whilst all other predictors
8
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are held at their average levels. The fixed-effects structure for the model contained predictors for following
consonant voicing (i.e., the VE), manner, vowel height, mean and local speech rates, and word frequency
(log-transformed at word-level). In order to examine how each of these properties modulate VE (RQ1), the
fixed-effects structure also contained two-way interaction terms for all predictors (manner, height, speech
rate, frequency) with consonant voicing. As RQ2 is focused on dialectal variation in the VE, the randomeffects structure for dialects and speakers mirrors that of the fixed-effects. Random effects for speakers were
nested within dialects: each speaker is treated as belonging to a single dialect, and so speaker-level effects
reflect the within-dialect variability among speakers of that dialect. In order to control for the established
relationship between vowel duration and VE size (Crystal and House, 1982; Luce and Charles-Luce, 1985)
and that VE in some dialects (e.g., Scottish Englishes, AAE) is conditioned by consonant manner (Holt
et al., 2016; Rathcke and Stuart-Smith, 2016), correlations between the intercept, voicing, manner, and
the voicing-manner interaction were included for both dialects and speakers. Random intercepts were also
included for words and vowel phone labels, the latter of which was also nested within dialects to reflect the
expectation that the realisation of individual vowels will substantially differ across dialects.
The default minimally-informative priors from brms were used for all model parameters except random
effect correlations; these were given an LKJ prior (Lewandowski et al., 2009) with ζ = 2, in order to give
lower prior probability to perfect (1/-1) correlations, as recommended by Vasishth et al. (2018). The results
are reported using the model parameters (i.e., change in log-transformed vowel duration) with 95% credible
intervals (CrIs), and the posterior probability that the model parameter does not change direction, which acts
as an informal p-value. A Bayesian model captures degrees of belief; of particular interest here is whether
there is evidence for an effect at all (analogously to a “p < 0.05” decision rule). Following Paape et al.
(2017), we consider there to be evidence for a non-zero effect if 0 is not included in the 95% CrI, and there
to be weak evidence for such an effect if the 95% CrI includes 0 but the probability of the parameter being
either positive or negative is above 95% (e.g., the model is 95% confident that the parameter is positive).

4 Results
4.1

RQ1: robustness of the VE across phonetic and phonological contexts

Table 2 reports the population-level effects of each parameter in the model. There is an effect of the following
consonant on vowel duration (i.e., the VE), where vowels with voiced consonants were longer than their
9
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Table 2: Means (β̂ ), Error, 95% credible intervals, and the probability of the posterior distribution including 0 (Pr(β̂ < > 0)).

β̂

Error

5% CrI

95% CrI

Pr(β̂ < > 0)

Intercept
Voicing
Manner
Height
Speech rate (mean)
Speech rate (local)
Frequency

-1.98
0.08
0.05
-0.14
-0.20
-0.28
-0.05

0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.02

-2.04
0.01
0.00
-0.20
-0.23
-0.33
-0.09

-1.92
0.15
0.10
-0.09
-0.17
-0.23
-0.01

1.00
0.98
0.97
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Voicing :
Voicing :
Voicing :
Voicing :
Voicing :

-0.10
-0.07
-0.03
-0.06
-0.07

0.07
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03

-0.24
-0.13
-0.09
-0.10
-0.13

0.03
0.00
0.02
-0.01
-0.02

0.94
0.98
0.89
0.99
1.00

Parameter

Manner
Height
SR (mean)
SR (local)
Frequency

1.3
1.4

1.0

●

stop

fricative

Consonant manner

1.1

●

1.0

0.9

non−high

high

●

1.1

●

●

1.0

slow

Vowel height

mid

fast

Local speech rate

Predicted VE ratio

●

●

Predicted VE ratio

1.2

Predicted VE ratio

Predicted VE ratio

1.2
1.2

1.2
●

1.1

●

●

1.0

low

mid

high

Frequency

Figure 1: Predicted voicing effect (median and 95% CrI) as a function of consonant manner, vowel height, local speech rate (at -1,
0, 1), and word frequency (at -1, 0, 1). Predictions based on regression lines computed from the model’s posterior, marginalising
over all other covariates.

voiceless counterparts (β̂ = 0.08, CrI = [0.01,0.15], Pr(β̂ > 0) = 0.98). It should be noted, however, that
the effect is predicted to be small: taking the exponent of the model coefficient and CrIs as the VE size, the
model has 95% confidence that the effect is between 1 (e0 ) and 1.16 (e0.15 ) (median 1.08: e0.08 ), compared
with 1.63 for Chen (1970) in word list reading, and slightly smaller than the 1.21 for spontaneous North
American English (Tauberer and Evanini, 2009). Whilst vowel duration is modulated by consonant manner
(β̂ = 0.05, CrI = [0.00,0.10], Pr(β̂ > 0) = 0.97), Figure 1 (far left) illustrates that there is only weak evidence
that the VE size is modulated by consonant manner, with a larger VE before stops than before fricatives
(β̂ = -0.10, CrI = [-0.24,0.03], Pr(β̂ < 0) = 0.94). In contrast, vowel height both conditions overall vowel
duration, with high vowels being substantially shorter than non-high vowels (β̂ = -0.14, CrI = [-0.20,-0.09],
10
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Pr(β̂ < 0) = 1), and modulates the VE size. (β̂ = -0.07, CrI = [-0.13,0.00], Pr(β̂ < 0) = 0.98). As Figure 1
(inner left) shows, the VE is predicted to be larger for non-high vowels than for high vowels. Both speech
rate measures (mean and local) have separate effects on vowel duration (mean: β̂ = -0.20, CrI = [-0.23,0.17], Pr(β̂ < 0) = 1; local: β̂ = -0.28, CrI = [-0.33,-0.23], Pr(β̂ < 0) = 1). There is only evidence for the
effect of local speech rate on VE (β̂ = -0.06, CrI = [-0.10,-0.01], Pr(β̂ < 0) = 0.99) where faster speech
results in smaller VE size (shown in Figure 1, inner right), but not for mean speech rate (β̂ = -0.03, CrI
= [-0.09,0.02], Pr(β̂ < 0) = 0.89). This suggests that the VE is only observable for slow speech relative
to a speaker’s average speech rate, as opposed to slower-than-average speakers. Word frequency exhibits a
strong effect on both vowel duration (β̂ = -0.05, CrI = [-0.09,-0.01], Pr(β̂ < 0) = 1), meaning that higher
frequency words have shorter vowels on average. Frequency also reduces VE size (β̂ = -0.07, CrI = [-0.13,0.02], Pr(β̂ <) 0 = 1), meaning that less frequent words have larger VEs. The effects of speech rate and
word frequency reflect the observation that more reduced and more predictable words exhibit smaller VE
values. Figure 1 (far right) illustrates the model’s 95% CI for the marginal predicted effect of voicing as a
function of frequency. Here, it can be observed that the model is 95% certain that the VE for sufficiently
low-frequency words is larger than 1 (β̂ = 0.15, CrI = [0.07,0.24], Pr(β̂ < 0) = 1): that is, the size of the VE
is larger for lower-frequency words, and a clear VE exists only for sufficiently low-frequency words.

4.2

RQ2: dialectal variability in VE

The dialect-level variation in VE size (between 0.08 and 0.19, median = 0.09) is roughly as large as the
overall population-level VE (between 0 and 0.16, median = 0.08), though there is little evidence that the
degree of between-dialect variability is greater than the magnitude of the population-level size of the effect
(β̂ = 0.04, CrI = [-0.03,0.13], Pr(β̂ < 0) = 0.82). Figure 2 shows the predicted VE sizes for each dialect:
here it can be seen that dialects appear to differ gradiently from each other, ranging from dialects for which
there is very likely no meaningful VE, to those for which there is strong evidence of a large VE size.
For the Scottish dialects of Central, Glasgow, and Edinburgh, any VE size must be below 1.01, 1.03, and
1.07 respectively, based on the 95% CrI upper limit (Central: β̂ = -0.05, CrI[-0.11,0.02]; Glasgow: β̂ =
-0.01, CrI[-0.05,0.04]; Edinburgh: β̂ = -0.01, CrI = [-0.10,0.07]). This suggests that these dialects have an
incredibly small—effectively null—effect of consonant voicing. For speakers from Insular and Northern
Scottish regions, NYC, Lower South, and RP speakers, the range of possible VE values also includes null
or negative values, where the VE value must be below e.g., 1.12 for Northern and 1.25 for NYC speakers
11
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●

●

1.2

●
●
●
●

●

RP

●

●

Northern

●

●

Eastern New England

●

Insular

1.0

Glasgow

●

Edinburgh

Predicted VE ratio

1.4

●

Washington DC

Canada

Northern Cities

West

Raleigh

Midwest

Lower South

NYC

Central

●

Dialect

Figure 2: Estimate and 95% CrI of voicing effect for each dialect. Computed from model posterior, marginalising over all other
predictors (e.g. average speech rate).

(Insular: β̂ = -0.01, CrI = [-0.14,0.13]; Northern: β̂ = 0.02, CrI = [-0.06,0.011]; NYC: β̂ = 0.07, CrI =
[-0.09,0.22], Lower South: β̂ = 0.08, CrI = [-0.04,-0.20]; RP: β̂ = 0.03, CrI = [-0.11,0.17]). All dialects
with predicted VE values confidently above 1 (on the right side of Fig. 2) are North American varieties,
though all differ in the range of possible VE values each could have. The Midwest dialect, for example,
has a tight distribution of consonant voicing, where the largest possible VE value is approximately 1.16 (β̂
= 0.10, CrI = [0.04,0.15]), compared with 1.20 for Raleigh (β̂ = 0.11, CrI = [0.03,0.18]), 1.22 for West (β̂
= 0.13, CrI = [0.06,0.20]), 1.29 for Northern Cities (β̂ = 0.16, CrI = [0.08,0.22]), and 1.37 for Canada (β̂
= 0.20, CrI = [0.08,0.32]). AE speakers from Washington DC exhibited the largest VE value in the sample
of dialects, with a median VE of approximately 1.40 and a maximum possible VE of 1.47 (β̂ = 0.34, CrI =
[0.29,0.38]), similar to elicited AAE speech in North Carolina (Holt et al., 2016).

5 Discussion
The VE is a well-documented property of English and a number of other languages, in which vowels preceding voiced consonants are longer than their voiceless counterparts. Languages vary in both the size and
presence of the effect (Keating, 1985), it has been shown to be subject to speaking style effects (Port, 1977),
and it is considered to be at least in part under the control of speakers (Solé, 2007). The size of this effect
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is considered to be larger for English than in other languages (Chen, 1970), and has been shown to play a
significant effect in the perception of the final consonant’s voicing specification (Denes, 1955; Klatt, 1976).
Given that much of the prior research on the English VE has focused on production in elicited laboratory
settings (House and Fairbanks, 1953; House, 1961; Holt et al., 2016), far less is known about how variable
the VE is in spontaneous connected speech. As vowel duration has been shown to be substantially affected
by a range of linguistic factors (such as vowel height, speech rate, consonant manner, word frequency), it
is unclear as to the extent by which VE is also separately modulated by these factors outside of laboratory
speech. Furthermore, the vast majority of studies on English VE have focused on North American English,
and only a handful of studies have empirically examined dialectal variability (Hewlett et al., 1999; Jacewicz
et al., 2007; Tauberer and Evanini, 2009; Holt et al., 2016). As multiple dialect regions have not been examined in a single instance, simultaneously controlling for linguistic factors on vowel duration in the same
way, it is not clear whether the observed differences in VE represent discrete phonological implementations
of the effect, or rather a continuum of possible values for English VE.
In this study, a weak effect of consonant voicing on vowel duration was observed, looking at connected
speech from 15 dialects of North American and British English speech. This effect was weaker than previously observed in laboratory studies of VE. The VE was also shown to be modulated by a range of linguistic
factors. Specifically, the size of the VE was affected by consonant manner, vowel height, speech rate, and
lexical frequency. This suggests that the VE is stronger for non-high vowels, before stops, for less reduced
vowels, and for less frequent words. Whilst much of the original phonetic literature on VE (House and
Fairbanks, 1953; House, 1961) used data produced as single words in slow speech and controlled phonetic
conditions, this study demonstrates both that VE is sensitive to both speech style and to its phonetic and
phonological environment.
The VE was also shown to be highly variable across dialects, with some dialects exhibiting effectively
null VE values, to dialects with large and robustly positive VEs. The white AE dialects with confidentlypositive VEs (Midwest, Raleigh, West, Northern Cities, Canada) have values broadly similar to those observed in spontaneous speech by Tauberer and Evanini (2009). This similarity provides further evidence
that speech style (i.e., spontaneous connected speech versus lab-elicited speech) plays a substantial role on
the production of VE, and that controlling for the influence of other linguistic factors (e.g., speech rate, frequency, etc.) does not adversely affect the overall VE size for these dialects. This range of VE values across
all dialects studied here is not inconsistent with the possibility that dialects can be clustered into groups
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with and without robust VEs; a number of dialects exhibit a wide range of potential VE values (as reflected
in the large credible intervals in the model), and so it is not obvious how to characterise the differences
between dialects. Dialects being distinguished into a binary classification of either ‘having’ or ‘not having’ a strong VE would not be unlike the observation made of language-level distinctions between VE-full
languages such as English, French, Russian (Chen, 1970), and VE-less languages such as Polish (Keating,
1985) or Japanese (Port et al., 1987; Han, 1994). At the same time, these findings are also not inconsistent
with dialects operating across a spectrum of VE sizes, wherein dialects differ gradiently from each other. In
contrast to a binary ‘presence or absence’ of VE, dialects and languages may be distinguished in the degree
of VE. As the previous studies of VE across languages were performed using laboratory speech, it would
be worth understanding how the VE is realised in spontaneous speech of languages other than English—if
other languages (such as French, Korean, etc.) exhibit a smaller VE in citation speech (as Chen (1970)
suggests), it is not clear how the VE would present itself in less-controlled linguistic environments.
One point to note is that the consonant voicing in this study is defined phonologically: the particular
voicing of a consonant is determined by the phone label for the consonant used during forced alignment
(Buckeye is an exception to this, where phones were transcribed phonetically). As a result this study does not
examine the production of VE based on the phonetic realisation of voicing for the vast majority of corpora.
If VE is (in part) phonetically-driven (i.e., as an articulatory consequence of the production of voicing),
analysing VE as a function of phonological voicing may have some substantial consequences, such as not
accounting for whether a stop has been realised as a glottal stop or has been phonetically deleted. This has
potential consequences for both British Englishes and AAE: the neutralisation of final consonant voicing is
considered to be the trigger for the large VE in AAE (Adams, 2009; Holt et al., 2016), whilst glottalisation
of voiceless stops is an integral feature of British Englishes (Kerswill, 2003). It is possible, then, that the
particular phonetic realisation of stops may also be relevant as how the VE is realised in particular dialects.

6 Conclusion
This study examined how the durational difference between vowels preceding voiced or voiceless consonants varied in a range of phonological, phonetic, and dialectal contexts. In comparison with previous
laboratory studies, this difference was smaller in spontaneous connected speech, with larger differences
observed in slow speech, before stops, for high vowels, and for low frequency words. Dialects varied substantially in the size of this effect, ranging from dialects with a negligible difference to those with almost
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50% difference between pre-voiceless and pre-voiced vowels. These results suggest that the size of the
voicing effect is more subtle in spontaneous connected speech, and that a range of dialect-specific sizes are
observable, in contrast to there being a single ‘English’ voicing effect.
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